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One-man Expeditions
and their Problems
Mike BUIns

Climbing and mountaineering alone have become increasingly common in
recent years. Although this has probably been the result of the activity of top
climbers, the publicity afforded by successful solo ventures has certainly altered
the concept of acceptable risk and has led to an increase in the standard of solo
climbing throughout the sport.

A scaling-down in size of mountaineering expeditions around the world has
certainly occurred during the last ten years. Alpine-style attempts on the higher
and more technically difficult mountains are increasingly frequent. The same
trend applies to scientific expeditions, for example those concerned with
geographical or biological research, though in these cases solo ventures are rare.

From April to August in 1982, I mounted a one-man expedition to Kashmir to

study fir trees (Abies pindrow). This was both highly enjoyable and scientifically
successful. I came up against the problems associated with solo ventures but also
reaped the benefits. This article aims at reviewing the merits and demerits ofsolo
scientific expeditions with reference to my Kashmir expedition.
The dayareams which precede any expedition are the first planning meetings of
solo expeditions. Kashmir has large areas of relatively natural fir forest, and
Himalayan deforestation can be studied there. The effects and consequences of
deforestation are straighforward to study, but how the process commences is
more elusive. Natural forests need to be studied while they are relatively intact so
that forests and plantations can be effectively managed in future. This project is
for an M.Phi!. thesis for submission at Exeter University.

Finance
Winning grants or awards for scientific expeditions is always easier than for
mountaineering. Only the most ambitious and prestigious climbing expeditions
can hope to gain substantial financial support while scientific ventures can
usually raise some support. It is more difficult to raise cash for a solo venture than
for a group with a college or university name-tag. Many bequests have regu
lations specifically excluding one-man expeditions. There is an unspoken
attitude, too, that one person might switch his attention to tourism ifhe doesnot
have colleagues who are also committed to serious goals. On the other hand, the
money gained does not have to be divided; a ten-man venture needs to make
£1000 to match one person's £100.

A particular financial problem for this expedition arose because of its atypical
nature. Unusual expeditions which capture the imagination of the press and
general public are usually more able to raise funds and gain support. However,
this venture failed to fit the standard pattern for scientific expeditions. Because
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the research was for a degree, expedition sources were reticent to contribute while
university funds were not available for 'expeditions.' The Royal Geographical
Society and British Ecological Society fortunately took a broader and more
generous view of the project.

Logistics
The problems of carrying food, fuel and equipment are much greater for one
person than for a group. Preliminary decisions on where to work, what equip
ment is necessary and how to travel are the most serious decisions of all. One
person cannot travel as far as a group because ofthe need either to move snail-like
with all possessions in sight or to trust others.

In Kashmir a 'dump' was made upon one of the many Srinagar houseboats
where extra equipment and specimens could be stored safely. The research area
was 2km east ofKulan, 60km from Srinagar and readily accessible by local bus, a
journey taking about 4 hours. Field work was undertaken for between 7 and 10
days and interspersed with spells of2 or 3 days in Srinagar refuelling both body
and mind.

By working for short spells it was possible to carry all the necessary equipment
without recourse to the cost and inconvenience ofmules. When the work started
in April there was plenty of drinking water from the snow and meltwater but by
July this had dried up and water had to be carried in collapsible water bags. To
make this physically possible the tent was discarded and a survival bag used
beneath the massive trees.

Paraffin was used in a Primus stove in April, but this could easily be dispensed
with by June and fallen timber used for cooking. In areas where wood was not
available one person could so easily join local people to cook and eat. Hospitality
is much more readily extended to a lone person offering a smile than to a group
which is so often viewed as a windfall to be exploited.

The overall logistic advantage of one person is the increased flexibility.
Decisions may be awkward to make but once made they can be implemented
without the customary arguments, justifications, time delay, frustration and
repercussions which usually follow major changes in plan for large groups.

Company
Tackling scientific topics alone is difficult because of the lack of opportunity to
discuss ideas. It is very easy to overlook vital details when there is nobody to look
over your shoulder asking awkward questions. Justifying or communicating with
a critical colleague forces you to be critical yourself. The need for a scientific
sparring partner was overcome by making contact with the University at
Srinagar. Assistance was so much more easily gained from people who have a
common interest. Local biologists took a real pleasure in discussing our subject.

In the forest I could only think of three things to .do, eat, sleep and work.
However, if I ate what I wanted then I was forced to return too early, while to
sleep In the daytime was awful because it then meant that I could l;ot sleep at
night when the imagination became overactive, so I tended to work fanatically
from sunrise to sunset. Just sitting and staring by yourself was lovely, but after a
few weeks I realised that much of the pleasure in this activity was derived from
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the need to escape from other people. I found that I could work very hard by
myself without distractions so that I could get more done more quickly. Also
being immersed in the environment so thoroughly was a huge advantage to an
ecologist.

Conservation
Conservation has become such an emotive term. It can literally be defined as
keeping things exactly as they are but this is more easily said than done! I believe
in the preservation of the world's wilderness areas but somehow my faith still
permits my presence there. Informed opinion can only be gained by direct
experience. Conservation has tended to be more a matter ofnot destroying what
is there than concerned with ensuring that the land may continue in a more or less
natural state. Although it is not always easy to recognise natural vegetation,
human destruction is all too evident. The damage to trees by avalanches and slow
downhill movement of snow are extremely significant in determining the distri
bution of trees and the pattern of their regeneration. This destruction is an
inevitable natural force in Himalayan mountain forests.

Fir trees in Kashmir form dense forests' over the mountain sides up to an
altitude ofapproximately 3600m. These trees are up to 45m in height and can live
for 500 years. The biggest trees are too large to be readily felled or removed so that
they are left to stand until they rot and fall. Local people climb the huge trees and
cut off the side branches for fuel. The consequence of removing all the side
branches is an increase in the amount of light reaching the ground which
encourages grass to grow. This leads to heavy grazing. With the sheep, goats and
cattle come graziers who fell and burn young trees for fuel.

Eventually the forest of large trees stands over third-rate pasture and when
those trees disappear so does the forest. Seedlings cannot recolonise open, grazed
ground. There are laws to regulate both grazing and timber removal but law
enforcement is not easy. Villagers need fuel, graziers need food for their animals
and as the populations of men and their anim'als continue to increase the forest
recedes.

Deforestation is economically foolish because the forests are the most effective
use of mountainsides. A balance of timber production, grazing and agriculture
would be the ideal land use. The valley floor in mountain areas is the obvious
place for agriculture where there is level ground and water. The valley sides will
support trees and the alpine pastures above provide summer grazing for animals.
This pattern ofland use is effectively managed in the European Alps but in India
there are many social and political problems to be overcome. The irony of
Europeans telling Asians to care for their forests is clear; we had largely felled the
natural forests of Europe by the Middle Ages.

A single tourist studying vegetation is going to have less impact upon a village
and its occupants than a group ofoutsiders with a train of porters or mules. Also
the single person is going to learn more about the way villagers behave than can a
member of a European group artificially buffered from normal village life by his
hired assistants.

The conservation, however it is defined, oflocallite-styles is going to be more
successful if visitors come singly rather than in groups, In mountain areas, food
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and other resources are usually limited and one visitor makes fewer demands
upon those resources. A single person is also more accessible to local people and
can communicate on more equal terms than can someone with retinues who
obviously appears to be wealthy.

Hazards
The dangers of working and travelling alone are extremely difficult to assess. I
suspect that the problems are more imaginary than real in Kashmir but there are
many parts of the world, of course, where to leave the civilised straight and
narrow is suicidal. A solo venture should ideally be planned to a country which
you already know and believe to be safe.

In Kashmir there may be problems with bears in the fir forests, but reasonable
precautions such as keeping a fire going at night and not leaving food around
were sufficient. Local casualties due to black bears at Kulan occurred as a result
of villagers literally bumping into foraging animals in the fields at night. I have
heard that humans can run faster downhill than black bears which leaves that
line ofescape! However, the main point is that the animals are not malicious, are
herbivorous and are probably at least as frightened by humans as vice versa.

The large mammals whIch are worthy offear and which may be malicious are
human. I had no problems with local people; they soon accepted my presence
and caused me no alarm. As I worked in the forest people came up to have a look
and watch me scribbling in a notebook. My strategy for g€tting on with people in
the forests was aimed at being friendly - but maintaining a certain distance or
even aloofness from them. That may sound extremely backward-looking but I
was very much afraid that familiarity would breed contempt.

In other Kashmiri villages I spoke with people,joined them for tea and enjoyed
their company. However, at Kulan I maintained a distance at all times so that I
was not involved in village life. I did not want to be pestered when I had work to
do. Once involved with local people it is possible to get entangled in the awful
problems that follow commercial transactions or any exchange of gifts. Once I
had chosen to work at any scientific site I was committed to stay there for 5
months so I had to adopt a strategy that would be effective for a long time.

My inconspicuous presence also extended to my appearance. To wear western
clothes and an expensive watch may prompt envy. I wore locally made western
style clothes which revealed my origin and yet which did not parade my relative
affluence. I always kept my money, camera and watch out of sight. It was
important when purchasing food to know local prices and not to be overcharged.
The loss ofa small amount of money did not concern me but to be cheated is to
lose respect. I carried very little money with me and left my passport, travellers'
cheques, currency and film in a deposit box in a Srinagar Bank. The bureaucracy
associated with a non-Indian obtaining a deposit box is daunting.

Urdu is the language ofthe forests and few local people know any English at all.
I never learned any Urdu and was glad to be able to avoid communication except
by gesture. The most useful means of contact was a smile and that solved most
problems. I refused to give medication of any sort except where I could see the
blood and knew what to do. To hand out pills for headaches and stomach aches
would inevitably lead to pestering. If! had needed medical assistance I am sure
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that I would have been carried back to the roadway. The people of Kashmir are
friendly and compassionate.

Safety in the forests is not only dependent upon behaviour but on age and sex.
The older you are the greater respect you afford and the safer you would be. I am
afraid that sexual equality is rather less evident in India than Britain and even a
European woman would not be left in peace in the forests. Men have a con
siderably better chance ofcarrying out solo ventures successfully than women.

Conclusion
Whether solo ventures are more enjoyable than ones involving colleagues
depends entirely upon your personality, but a spell alone certainly puts a
different perspective upon your personal qualities - I learned a great deal of
sympathy with those who find me irritating!

When you work alone you work with greater concentration and determination.
The rewards ofworking alone are analogous to those ofsolo climbing; the returns
are commensurate with the commitment. Solo ventures do have limitations but
they bring their own benefits and solve m~ny logistic problems, and I would
recommend a moderate one of this sort in order to taste its rewards.
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